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OBJECTIVES: To evaluate how cognitive function and
divided attention affect gait in Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

DESIGN: Cross-sectional intervention study with subjects
serving as their own controls.

SETTING: Inpatient unit and outpatient clinic for patients
with dementia located at a Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

PARTICIPANTS: Twenty-eight patients diagnosed with
probable AD.

INTERVENTION: Performance of a cognitive task (re-
peating random digits) while walking.

MEASUREMENTS: Neuropsychological measures includ-
ing clock drawing, verbal fluency, and digit span were
obtained along with the Clinical Dementia Rating and
Mini-Mental State Examination, the measures of dementia
severity. Gait speed and stride-to-stride variability of gait
rhythm were measured, once during normal walking and
once during dual-task walking.

RESULTS: During usual walking, subjects walked slowly
and with greater gait variability than older adults without
AD. Gait speed was significantly reduced (Po.012) and gait
variability increased with dual-task walking (Po.007). The
effect on gait variability was larger than the effect on gait
speed (Po.015). Executive and neuropsychological func-
tion were significantly (Po.02) associated with the
increased gait variability that occurred when walking with
divided attention but not with gait speed or usual, single-
task walking measures of gait.

CONCLUSION: Divided attention markedly impairs the
ability of patients with AD to regulate the stride-to-stride
variations in gait timing. This susceptibility to distraction
and its effect on stride time variability, a measure of gait
unsteadiness, could partially explain the predilection to
falling observed in patients with dementia. The results also
support the concept that persons with AD have significant
impairments in the cognitive domain of attention and that
locomotor function relies upon cognitive, especially execu-
tive, function. J Am Geriatr Soc 51:1633–1637, 2003.
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Patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) often have con-
siderable difficulty with gait and postural stability.

Demented persons generally have shorter step lengths,
reduced gait speed, lower stepping frequency, and greater
step-to-step variability than cognitively intact older
adults.1–4 Patients with AD also have a significantly higher
risk of falls and fractures. The basal ganglia and other
primary motor areas of the brain are largely unaffected in
AD, and the source of these walking difficulties and the
increased risk of falls is not entirely clear.

A prospective study that evaluated numerous aspects of
gait at baseline and their relationship to future falls in 97
Japanese patients with AD reported a significant association
between the stride-to-stride variability of stride length and
falling.5 In patients with similar levels of dementia, stride
variability predicted falls, but other spatial-temporal
measures (e.g., average gait speed) did not. Other studies
in older adults, both with and without AD, also demon-
strated that stride-to-stride variability provides an objective
measure of gait instability that is significantly associated
with fall risk.2,6–9 Gait cycle timing is thought to be
regulated primarily by the basal ganglia, but recent
investigations suggest that prefrontal and frontal cortices
may also play an important role.10–12

Recent studies suggest that the brain can be considered
to be an organized, integrated network of fixed functional
systems specialized to manage specific types of information
(e.g., language, visual-spatial, etc.).12–15 These systems are
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located primarily in the posterior regions of the cortex, with
each having connections to the prefrontal cortex. Executive
function refers to a variety of higher cognitive processes that
modulate and use information from the posterior cortical
sensory systems to produce behavior.14,15 These include
initiation or intention of action, planning, working
memory, and attention.14,15 Actions are considered goal-
directed behaviors involving movement.12 Recent research
using neuroimaging techniques such as functional imaging
(positron-emission tomography, f magnetic resonance
imaging) is currently challenging the concept that routine
or previously learned actions do not use executive functions
such as attention.12,13 Performance of simple motor tasks
such as moving fingers on both hands simultaneously in
sequence showed activation of brain areas involved in
higher cognitive executive functions, suggesting that con-
trol of routine movement requires continued input from
posterior sensory systems and integration of this informa-
tion with previously learned motor programs.12

Attention is a dynamic executive function driven by
sensory perception and the need to select a preferred
stimulus for a particular action while ignoring the
unnecessary and the irrelevant. There are three types of
attention: selective (the ability to focus on a single relevant
stimulus while ignoring irrelevant stimuli), sustained (the
maintenance of focused attention over an extended period
of time), and divided (the ability to focus on several relevant
stimuli simultaneously).16,17 There is increasing evidence
supporting the pervasive presence of attention deficits in
AD.16–21 Early loss of attention and other executive
functions, preceding deficits in language and visual spatial
skills, have been found in patients with mild dementia
(Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores 419) and
in persons with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) who later
progressed to AD.18 The ability to divide attention,
examined using various dual-task protocols, appears to be
particularly vulnerable in AD.16,17,22–24 Performance of a
cognitive task (such as talking) while walking reportedly
reduces walking speed, and an inability to perform dual
tasking increases fall risk in older adults.23 In 15 patients
with mild AD, dual tasking also affected gait.24 Walking
speed in the patients slowed while they performed a verbal
task (reciting names), suggesting that distraction or impair-
ment of attention may influence walking ability in AD.24

Neither of these studies evaluated variability of gait timing,
one aspect of gait function shown to affect fall risk, and no
studies have evaluated the relationships between dual-task
performance, cognitive function, and gait variability. Thus,
the reasons for the gait changes and increased fall risk in AD
remain unclear.

Regulation of stride-to-stride timing is a key feature of
gait that reflects fall risk. Executive dysfunction and
inattention, pervasive in AD, may be controlled within
the same brain networks responsible for the timing and
sequencing of motor activity. To better understand the
factors that influence stride-to-stride regulation and fall risk
and to further evaluate the role of attention during walking
in AD, this study tested the following hypotheses: that gait
variability, a measure of unsteadiness, is significantly
increased when attention is divided in patients with AD,
and that this increase correlates with decreased attention
capabilities and executive function more generally.

METHODS

All participants in this pilot study were recruited from the
AD outpatient clinic and inpatient unit of the Veterans
Affairs Medical Center in Bedford, Massachusetts. All
subjects were diagnosed as probable AD according to
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Strokes criteria.25 Subjects were asked to
participate if they were capable of walking independently. A
cane or walker was permitted as long as participants were
capable of walking alone with their own device. Subjects
were excluded if they had a history of known strokes or
primary Parkinson’s disease or if they were diagnosed with
a gait disorder attributable to a disease of primary motor
areas such as the cerebellum or basal ganglia. Informed
consent was obtained from the responsible family member
or legal guardian. Thirty-three subjects were recruited, and
29 were tested.

To evaluate the role of attention, executive function,
and cognitive function, the following standardized tests
were administered to each study participant: the MMSE,26

a clock-drawing task (CLOX), a measure of executive
function,27 verbal fluency, and digit span.14,15,22 Dementia
severity was determined using the Clinical Dementia Rating
Scale (CDR).28

The MMSE examines multiple areas of cognition. The
highest possible score is 30, less than 24 denotes cognitive
impairment, mild is 18 to 23, moderate is 17 to 10, and
severe is less than 10.26 CLOX is a clock drawing measure
to evaluate executive function.27 There are two compo-
nents. In CLOX I, the subject is asked to draw a clock, and
in CLOX II, the subject draws a clock after watching the
examiner and places the numbers in a predrawn circle. The
total score for each component is 15, and lower scores
reflect lower executive function.27 Normal elderly scored
12.1 and 14.2 on CLOX I and II, respectively (no different
from young adults), whereas subjects with AD averaged
scores of 4.1 and 8.3, respectively.27 Verbal fluency, a
component of the controlled oral word association test, is
measured by asking subjects to name words beginning with
a particular consonant or the names of animals. This
assesses fluency in naming and speed of processing
(thinking), a task considered to be an executive func-
tion.14,15 A normal score for a person with 12 years of
education, between the ages of 60 and 79, is 14 animals; less
than 13 is significantly impaired.15 Digit span is a test used
to measure working memory and attention.14,15,22 Subjects
were asked to repeat a list of random single-digit numbers
forward starting with two digits and progressing up to
eight.22 Digit span is considered the highest number of
random numbers spoken correctly. A normal score for
individuals aged 70 and older is seven digits forward; less
than five is abnormal.15,22 The CDR measures severity of
dementia based on observations from caregivers. Scores are
0 (healthy), 0.5 (questionable dementia), 1 (mild), 2
(moderate), and 3 (severe dementia).28

Previously validated measures were used to evaluate
gait and determine stride-to-stride variability.6,7 Subjects
were asked to walk on level ground at their normal walking
rate over a distance of at least 50 feet per lap, up to 10 laps,
while wearing ultrathin, force-sensitive insoles (foot-
switches) placed inside the shoe.29 A second identical
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experiment that used a dual-task paradigm (walking and
simultaneously reciting random digits (forward digit span))
followed the initial trial of walking. Before the dual-task
protocol, subjects performed the forward digit span.22

During the dual task, the subjects recited digits during the
entire experiment, up to 10 laps, as determined by the
baseline measure of digit span. All subjects were able to
complete both experiments, with an average of seven laps
completed in each experiment.

The force signal from the insoles, a measure of the
ground reaction force, was sampled at 300 Hz and stored in
a lightweight recorder worn at the ankle. With this
information, the stride time or duration of the gait cycle
(time from initial contact of one foot to subsequent contact
of the same foot) was determined for each stride during the
walk. A median filter was applied to the stride time series to
focus on intrinsic gait dynamics.6,7 Stride time variability,
the magnitude of the stride-to-stride fluctuations in the gait
cycle duration, was calculated by determining the standard
deviation (SD) and the coefficient of variation (CV) of each
subject’s stride time. The SD reflects the dispersion around
the average value, and the CV quantifies the magnitude of
the deviations of the stride time with respect to each
subject’s mean value. The CV is calculated as: 100� SD/
mean. Both of these measures have previously been
associated with gait unsteadiness and a significant risk for
falls.5–7,9,29

Results are reported as mean7SD. The Wilcoxon
signed rank test was used to compare the results from
normal walking with those obtained during walking while
performing the dual task. Spearman correlation coefficient
and stepwise linear regression were used to evaluate the
association between measures. A P-value5 .05 (two tailed)
was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis
was performed using SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

The average age of the subjects was 77.976.9. Half of the
subjects were outpatients, and half were inpatients. Twenty-
nine subjects were tested, but data were analyzed from 28
(one subject refused to perform the dual-task walking
protocol). Five of the 28 subjects used a cane or walker. The
average CDR score was 2.270.8; there were comparable
numbers in three categories of dementia severity: CDR51,
n56; CDR52, n5 10; and CDR53, n5 12. The mean
MMSE score was 13.877.9. On average, subjects were
taking 1.871.4 prescription medications. Mean scores on
the CLOX tests were 3.574.5 (CLOX I) and 5.575.3
(CLOX II). The mean digit span was 5.371.9 numbers, and
the mean verbal fluency was 3.573.2 (names of animals).
Scores on these tests were generally consistent with previous
studies of cognitive function in AD.

Under usual conditions, subjects walked slowly (mean
gait speed50.5770.20 msec) and with considerable stride-
to-stride variability (stride-to-stride SD5 119755 m/s;
stride-to-stride CV58.573.4%). (In healthy older adults,
the stride-to-stride CV is about 2%, and gait speed is much
closer to or above 1.0 m/s.6–8) While walking under single-
task conditions (usual walking), outpatients tended to walk
slightly faster than inpatients, but other measures of gait
were similar in these two subgroups. Variability of gait

timing and gait speed were not significantly different in the
five subjects who walked with an assistive device (P4.312).
Disease severity (CDR), number of medications, age, and
all measures of cognitive function were not related to gait
speed or gait variability during usual walking.

Dual-task walking markedly influenced gait (Figure 1).
When walking while talking (i.e., while performing forward
digit span), gait speed decreased by 11.4737.1% or
0.0970.18 msec (Po.012). The stride-to-stride SD of the
stride time increased by 51.7772.2% or 51792 msec to
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Figure 1. An example of the effect of dual-task walking is
shown in Figure 1(a). (Stride time, the y-axis, is given in seconds.)
For this subject, the stride time variability increased from
59 msec to 141 msec (or from 5.6% to 11.8%). In general,
performance of a dual task markedly decreased (Po.002) the
ability of patients with Alzheimer’s disease to regulate the stride-
to-stride variations in gait timing (Figure 1b). The standard
deviation of the stride time (the gait cycle duration) increased by
52% when subjects were asked to walk and talk at the same
time. This increase was associated with impaired executive
function (see text). Error bars reflect the standard error of the
mean.
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170799 msec (Po.002). The percentage increase in the
stride-to-stride CV was 35.8756.4%, and the absolute
change in stride-to-stride CV was 2.575.2%, such that
the CV during dual-task walking was 11.175.5 (Po.007).
The percentage change in stride-to-stride variability in
response to dual-task walking was significantly higher than
the percentage change in gait speed (Po.015). The changes
in gait speed and stride-to-stride variability (SD or CV)
were not significantly related to one another. Similar results
were obtained if the subjects who used a walking aid were
excluded.

There was a wide range in the magnitude of the effect of
divided attention on gait. (Note the large SD of the change
in gait speed and variability.) Age, CDR level, and number
of medications were not associated with the change in gait
speed or gait variability. As summarized in Table 1,
neuropsychological measures significantly predicted the
increased stride-to-stride variability that occurred in
response to dual tasking. Performance on CLOX I and II,
verbal fluency, and the MMSE were significantly correlated
with the change (% or absolute) in stride-to-stride
variability that occurred when walking with divided
attention compared with usual walking. These three
measures of cognitive function were significantly correlated
with one another (correlation coefficient r40.70;
Po.0001). In stepwise linear regression, with MMSE,
CLOX (I or II), and verbal fluency as potential independent
variables, CLOX (I or II) remained an independent
predictor of the change in stride-to-stride variability (SD)
in response to dual-task walking; MMSE and verbal fluency
were not independent predictors of this change. These
measures of cognitive function were not significantly
associated with the change in gait speed. Digit span, a
measure of different aspects of attention and executive
function, was also moderately associated with the change in
stride-to-stride variability (P5.083), but not with changes
in gait speed (P5.858).

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have shown that stride-time variability is
greater in people with AD than in those without and is
associated with fall risk2,5 and that divided attention
decreases gait speed in AD.23,24 Findings in this study are
consistent with these results. In addition, this study found
that divided attention markedly impairs the ability of

patients with AD to regulate the stride-to-stride variations
in gait timing, this effect is much larger than the effect on
gait speed, executive and neuropsychological function are
apparently not associated with gait speed or gait variability
during usual walking or with the decrease in gait speed in
response to dual-task walking, and executive and neuro-
psychological function predict the increased gait variability
that occurs when walking with divided attention. In other
words, gait variability is sensitive to the ability to divide
attention, in part, because executive function input is
needed to perform more than one task simultaneously in
AD. This finding could explain, in part, the changes in gait
and the increased risk for falls. These findings also support
the developing concept that previously learned motor
programs, particularly walking, may require attentional
control.

Attention deficits and impairment of executive abilities
are now recognized as early and consistent manifestations
of the dementia syndrome in AD.16–22 The increased
variation of stride timing during the dual-task paradigm
correlated with the MMSE, clock drawing ability, and the
ability to spontaneously produce a categorical word list
(verbal fluency). Although subtests of the MMSE and clock
drawing examine visual-spatial construction abilities
(CLOX II), impaired routinely in AD, the results still likely
reflect impairment of executive function. Attention capacity
is a network function that requires intact perception. Loss
of posterior higher cortical sensory integration disrupts
executive capacity. A correlation was also found with an
instrument specific for both executive function and visual-
spatial construction ability (the CLOX tests). The results
from these tests suggest that, as cognitive function
decreases, the ability to maintain a stable gait while
performing a simple secondary task decreases in parallel.
These findings also support the hypothesis that inability
to divide or select attention negatively affects motor
function.

The etiology of walking difficulty in AD has largely
been obscure. Unstable gait and posture have been observed
in patients with normal neurological and musculoskeletal
function,1–4 but no significant differences were found in the
gait of the subset of individuals who used a cane or walker
and those who walked unassisted. None of the subjects in
this study had a diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis, although
joint degeneration is common in the elderly. Joint disease
might be expected to affect speed of walking but not the

Table 1. Relationship Between Neuropsychological Measures and Stride-to-Stride Variability

Neuropsychological Measures

Stride Variability MMSE CLOX I CLOX II Verbal Fluency

Usual, single-task walking stride variability r5 0.38 r5 0.11 r5 0.20 r5 0.28
P5 0.149 P5 0.576 P5 0.318 P5 0.155

Percentage change in stride variability in response to dual tasking r5 0.47 r5 0.46 r5 0.49 r5 0.53
P5 0.011 P5 0.015 P5 0.008 P5 0.004

Note: Shown are the Spearman correlation coefficients r (and the associated P-values) relating the stride-to-stride standard deviation (msec) of the stride time and
measures of neuropsychological function. Similar relationships were observed if the absolute change or the coefficient of variation was studied instead of the
percentage change. Although neuropsychological function was associated with the effect of dual tasking on stride variability, it was not related to usual, single-task
walking ability or to gait speed under any condition.
MMSE5Mini-Mental State Examination; CLOX5 clock drawing task.
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variability in timing, the latter being a function associated
with higher motor control of foot placement and coordina-
tion.3,8 Walking, considered an over-learned motor task
that usually does not require cognitive input, has been
shown to involve integration with executive functions such
as attention, particularly if it occurs during a goal-directed
action.12 A recent study of motor control in subjects with
AD demonstrated the necessity of attention and input from
higher cortical motor centers to perform routine move-
ments, similar to what is required in the learning of a new
motor task.30 The present results highlight the important
influence of attention and executive function on gait
instability in AD.

The present results also support the developing concept
that persons with AD have significant impairment in the
cognitive domain of attention, particularly in the ability to
perform two tasks simultaneously. This susceptibility and
its effects on stride time variability, a marker of gait
unsteadiness, could in part explain the predilection to
falling observed in patients with dementia, particularly AD.

This study has a number of limitations. Prospective,
larger-scale studies that include detailed assessments of
multiple domains of cognition, quantification of dual-task
performance, and other measures of gait and balance in
patients with varying degrees of dementia and controls are
necessary. The relationship between executive function,
cognitive function (particularly praxis and visual-spatial
capacity), locomotor function, and fall risk requires
clarification. Nonetheless, the observed increase in gait
variability during dual tasking suggests that the ability to
divide attention while walking is impaired in AD and
supports the hypothesis that higher motor control depends
on intact cognitive function.
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